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WHEN THE GIRL SCOUT
GOES TO SCHOOL
EVERY teacher knows what it means
when her pupils come into the classroom moved, not by a sense of
compulsion, but by a lively appetite for the
subject to be taught.
It is a delightful and encouraging sight
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to see a group of boys and girls gathered
around a teacher who has aroused their
zest for learning. Eyes sparkle; the plainest faces in the class are eager and expressive. "Discipline" in the old sense has become a meaningless term. Teacher and
pupils are working together in a happy
co-operative group. The pursuit of knowledge has become also an adventure in companionship. In such a group no one is
more eager and alert than the members of
Boy Scout or Girl Scout troops.
But such a keen interest in the subject
taught cannot be awakened even by the
most gifted teacher unless learning proceeds
through the realities of personal experience
as well as through a study of textbooks.
Fortunately, the modern textbook gives
abundant recognition to this principle and
is used by the wise teacher as one of the
many educational tools at her disposal.
She knows that there are various other
ways of directing and enlarging the experiences of her pupils and employs them to
make the textbook "come alive," instead of
being an unrelated mass of dead rules and
dates.
A great city, for instance, provided parks,
museums, and art galleries to be visited,
perhaps a water-front crowded with the
shipping of various countries and full of
the romance of far voyages; factories, markets, and shops bringing raw materials and
finished products from every quarter of
the globe; city departments of health, sanitation, and protection whose services are
familiar to every household.
Geography no longer begins with abstruse
definitions of latitude and longitude but
with back yards and neighborhood streets.
History works backward from current
events or starts with the early days of the
child's own "home town." A love of growing things and of the denizens of the outdoor world is aroused by school gardens or window boxes planted and tended
by the pupils, by bird houses made in the
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manual training department and drawing
a surprising number of country birds even
to the roof of a city school. In planning
and constructing such things, arithmetic
takes its place as a necessary tool and sends
the young workers hurrying to their books.
But over-crowded classes, many duties,
and much fatigue often make it hard for
the wise teacher to take full advantage of
the rich educational resources and opportunities all around her. And not all teachers are wise. Just here is where the Girl
Scout or the Boy Scout in a class may act
as a veritable leaven. Fresh from weeks
in camp or veteran hikers in the country,
they bring an enthusiasm and a practical
knowledge of outdoor life that has brought
a new spirit into many a dull lesson. They
have made rustic chairs, tables, and racks;
they have built stone fireplaces and cooked
over them; they have drawn simple sketch
maps—and followed them; they know the
rudiments of first-aid, home nursing, and
child care; they have watched the stars
and sung songs of their own composition
around the campfire. They have edited a
camp paper and written little plays and
pageants around local history or tradition.
They have made puppets and given puppet
shows. At Christmas they have sung carols
through the town, given parties for children, made their own Christmas presents of
weaving, basketry, or photography, packed
baskets of food to be distributed through
local agencies. They have made layettes
for hospitals and simple clothes for themselves or less favored children. In all
sorts of ways they have been "junior good
citizens." It is no wonder that they seize
upon their books with minds full of waving
tentacles and communicate their interest to
other pupils.
There is of course a danger that some
teachers—not so wise—may put too much
responsibility upon Girl Scouts and hold
them up too frequently as models of character and behavior. Nothing causes them
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such acute embarrassment nor makes them
so much disliked by other children. In
some schools they have been given a monopoly of the flag ceremony and have been
considered the only pupils who really like
to do "good turns." Tactfully dealt with,
they bring their training in group discussion and good sportsmanship, secured
through the activities of troop and patrol,
to the service of the class and are unobtrusively good leaders and good followers.
Girl Scouting—and other programs for
growing girls—are not a substitute for education. They are primarily designed to
provide full and happy employment for
leisure hours. But they serve as a fertile
seed bed for the sort of educational interest
that will last a life time, and foster an approach that vivifies school work and leads
out into the home and community.
Josephine Schain

FELLOWSHIP AND SCHOLARSHIP GRANTS FOR
THE STUDY OF
LIBRARIANSHIP
THE American Library Association,
under the provisions of a grant
from the Carnegie Corporation of
New York, is offering a limited number of
fellowship and scholarship grants for the
study of librarianship to residents of the
United States and Canada.
The purpose of the grants is to encourage
and aid persons who are capable of making
specific contributions to the library profession, by enabling them to pursue a year of
study or research in library problems. Candidates must be graduates of approved colleges or universities. They should also
have had at least one year of work in a library school and satisfactory experience in
library work. Under extraordinary circumstances these latter requirements may
be waived when the candidate presents sat-

